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Bridging the Gap
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Bitcoins and
Digital
Currencies
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What is currency?
The 3 main functions of currency are • Medium of Exchange: Currency satisfies the
parameters of being durable, transportable,
divisible, low level of counterfeitness and fungible.
• Unit of Account: Measurement of goods, services
etc and has a stable value over longer periods of
time (like 50–100 years).
• Store of Value: Other than money even gold, silver
etc are good stores of value
8
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Stone Money of
the Island of Yap
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Cash and
Electronic
Payments
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Payment System with a Central Authority
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There are no sales or purchases on
a blockchain; ONLY exchanges. One
Partner’s Accounts Receivable is
the others Accounts Payable.
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Two MAJOR Issues
• Double Spending
• Transaction latency and energy requirements

• What is an Apartment?
• Or ANY non-currency resource/asset
• 1 bitcoin is the same as all other bitcoins
• Is every apartment (car, earth mover, computer, cup of coffee,
etc.) the same?
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Creating Financial Statements
• Buying Cryptocurrencies
•
•

Current Asset
Date

• Selling Cryptocurrencies
•

Valuation (which market)

• Using Cryptocurrencies in an Exchange
• ALL exchanges are hashed into a block – cannot change the information (Integrity)

• Some of the order is preserved (Cutoff)
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Taxation
IRS Rulings
• IRS Bulletin 2014-9
• IRS Bulletin 2014-16, 21 - Virtual Currency Guidance

Guidance on Filing:
• The Internal revenue service treats bitcoins as marketable securities or rather as property
in terms of tax implications, according to IRS notice 2014-21.
• The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is aware that “virtual currency” may be “used to pay for
goods or services, or held for investment. Virtual currency is a digital representation of
value that functions as a medium of exchange, a unit of account, and/or a store of value.
In some environments, it operates like “real” currency — i.e., the coin and paper money of
the United States or of any other country that is designated as legal tender, circulates, and
is customarily used and accepted as a medium of exchange in the country of issuance—
but it does not have legal tender status in any jurisdiction.”
• In other instances, when there are goods or services exchanged with the virtual currency
there are tax implications (usually resulting in a tax liability.) as stated in section three of
the Internal revenue service notice 2014-21. “In general, the sale or exchange of
convertible virtual currency, or the use of convertible virtual currency to pay for goods or
services in a real-world economy transaction, has tax consequences that may result in a
tax liability. This notice addresses only the U.S. federal tax consequences of transactions in,
or transactions that use, convertible virtual currency, and the term “virtual currency” as
used in Section 4 refers only to convertible virtual currency.”
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SEC Framework
“The Framework is not intended to be an exhaustive overview of
the law, but rather, an analytical tool to help market participants
access whether the federal securities laws apply to the offer, sale,
or resale of a particular digital asset.” – SEC, April 2019
Applies the Howey Test to digital assets:
1. The Investment of Money
2. Common Enterprise
3. Reasonable Expectation of Profits Derived From Efforts of
Others
a. Reliance on the Efforts of Others
b. Reasonable Expectations of Profit
c. Other Relevant Considerations (???)
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Bitcoin Introduction
• Bitcoin: mathematically protected virtual monetary unit
• Each bitcoin = 100 million “satoshis”
• Bitcoin Blockchain carries the information from all previous
transactions plus the timestamp/ID of current transactions
• Blockchain = ledger
• No single ledger, peer-to-peer network
• Every participant can observe and approve/disapprove (51%)
• “public record of ownership and transactions” but IDs are
anonymous

• Bitcoin: currency iteration of a blockchain
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Bitcoin Introduction
• How to buy Bitcoins:
• Potential buyer downloads “bitcoin wallet” software
• Load fiat currencies in the wallet/link credit card ~/open account in
exchange
• Bid to purchase satoshis/coins = options market, but with small bidask spreads

• Purchases and creations of bitcoin occur via consensus of
“proof of work”
• “proof of work” hashing algorithms and popular sentiment are the
key value drivers for Bitcoin and virtual currencies
• Is this a problem? How is it different from paper money, U.S. $$$?

• How did bitcoin begin???.....
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Introduction: The Advent of BitCoinBlockchain
• Satoshi Nakamoto (2008)

• Provides a means for many participants of different locations to
jointly record their transactions in a commonly shared master file.
• BC should be able to reduce assurance tests conducted by
auditors
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Understanding Nakamoto
• Nakamoto’s 2008 original paper on Bitcoin (based on Blockchain platform)
• Core components of DLTs:
• There is no trusted 3rd party required, network is peer-to-peer
• New transactions are time-stamped and hashed onto an ongoing chain of
transactions
• The hashed record cannot be changed without redoing the proof-of-work
• Proof-of-work is accomplished by a pool of CPUs from the peer-to-peer
network through computation
• The longest chain (block of transactions) includes the latest transaction and
requires the most CPU work to create the hash, therefore it takes the most
times, to date, to compute the hash (10 minutes per transaction)
• The system works as long as the majority of peer-to-peer nodes are not
colluding to subvert the chain since they could collectively represent the
majority of the computing power and could compute the hash faster than
any other group/participant
22

Working through each of these
components
• First, avoid the use of a third-party countersigner or oracle
• Peer-to-peer level of trust:
• Timestamping individual transactions
• Hashing the transaction sequence of block using an algorithm with
special properties

• Publicly auditable cost function (hash) of Nakamoto
• Takes longer to compute the hash value as the length of the block
increases
• Efficiently verifiable by anyone without any special information
• Computationally expensive to alter a transaction in the hash
• Hash for the transaction itself and all subsequent hashes will need to be
re-computed
• If valid transactions are subsequently added, perpetrator’s work is
increased
• Not impossible, but infeasible and time consuming
• But perhaps with quantum computers….
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Working through each of these
components
• Next: Hash as proof-of-work
• Third Component: The block cannot be changed without recomputing a new hash for every step and configuration!
• Fourth: Some cooperation amongst peers is required for
operational efficiency.
• Fifth: The latest un-hashed block contains all of the
transaction history of previous transactions and hashes.
• Sixth: as long as the majority of peer nodes are not actively
trying to subvert the network, they can complete the future
hashes faster than fraudulent peers
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Deloitte -Blockchain: How it works

Source: Deloitte, Blockchain: Democratized trust
Distributed ledgers and the future of value
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Blockchain: How it works (cont.)

Source: Deloitte, Blockchain: Democratized trust
Distributed ledgers and the future of value
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Bitcoin Mining/Hashing/Proof of Work
• Miner: collects transactions, verifies their legitimacy, then assembles
them as a “block candidate”
• Miner earns additional bitcoins by convincing others to accept the new
block
• Mining is permission-less, but huge power demands
• Now only profitable for large mining concerns

• How is a block accepted?
• All previous transactions must be legitimate
• “fingerprint” of the block candidate: block candidate’s dSHA256 hash
• http://conversion-tool.com/sha256
• Deniz Appelbaum, PhD :
0309b0530cd5f4b9828807f465cdd3feb70be0d03c99cf12ce130c072180ab57
• Deniz Appelbaum, PhD. :
6a7b896b85d97fccf16a6acb4da82041be3c09f0b58ac623db86882536ca47f8
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Hash versus Encryption
• Hash – Mathematical calculation on a set of information
• One-way Function
• Information that has been “Hashed” cannot be changed without changing the Hash
• Can’t be UNDONE
•

X

Hashed (X)

• Encryption – Using a key can both encrypt and decrypt content
• Two-way function
• Symmetric Key – Same key to encrypt to decrypt
• Asymmetric Key - Public Key to Encrypt but only a Private Key to decrypt

28
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• For each transaction, three
events occur:
• Goods shipped from
seller to buyer
• Accounting information
recorded by both
parties

Transactions – Traditional
Accounting Ledger

• Payment remitted from
buyer to seller
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• For each transaction, three
events still occur:
• Goods shipped from
seller to buyer
• Accounting information
recorded by both
parties

Transactions – Distributed
Ledger

• Payment remitted from
buyer to seller
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Distributed Databases
• Blockchain technology — a very special kind of Distributed Database
• What is the difference between “blockchain technology” and
“distributed ledger technology?”
• Centralized relational databases
• Relational databases (RDBMS) organize data in tables and use the SQL
query language. They became the norm in the 80s. Even if their
architecture evolved in complexity over time (n-tier, distributed
processing, etc.) they remain essentially centralized i.e. located, stored,
and maintained in a single location. This category represent more than
90% of the database market in terms of revenues and includes the most
well-known vendors and systems: MySQL, Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server,
IBM DB2, SAP, PostgreSQL, SQLite, Teradata, etc.
Source: https://medium.com/@sbmeunier/blockchain-technology-a-very-special-kind-of-distributeddatabase-e63d00781118
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Distributed Databases
Databases are distributed (DDBMS) when the storage devices are not all attached to a common processing unit such as
the CPU, but are spread across a network. With the development of the internet, businesses needed solutions that
could process huge amounts of structured & unstructured data, and that could scale across networks. DDBMS use
consensus mechanisms to ensure fault-tolerant communications, and provide concurrency control through locking
and/or time-stamping mechanisms. They come in different technology forms:
•

1. Peer network node data stores are systems allowing users to replicate and share files across a network leveraging
peer-to-peer protocols such as: BitTorrent, NNTP, Freenet, Mnet, etc.

•

2. Distributed SQL data warehouses are systems designed by the major vendors (Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, IBM, etc.) to
allow for the massively parallel processing of analytics-oriented tasks.

•

3. Hadoop is an open-source software framework for storing data and running applications on clusters of commodity
hardware. It provides massive storage for any kind of data, enormous processing power and the ability to handle
virtually limitless concurrent tasks.

•

4. NoSQL databases are non-relational DDBMS, horizontally scalable, designed for real-time web applications. The
most well-known solutions are: MarkLogic, MongoDB, Datastax, Apache Cassandra, Redis, Riak, Google BigTable and
CouchDB.

•

5. NewSQL databases are relational DDBMS designed to combine the best of relational databases & NoSQL
databases properties (horizontal scalability & distributed processing). Examples: Google Spanner, Clustrix, VoltDB,
MemSQL, Pivotal’s GemFire XD, NuoDB and Trafodion.

Source: https://medium.com/@sbmeunier/blockchain-technology-a-very-special-kind-of-distributeddatabase-e63d00781118
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Distributed Ledgers
• 6. Distributed Ledgers (DL) are DDBMS that leverage cryptography to provide a decentralized multiversion concurrency control mechanism and to maintain consensus about the existence and status of
shared facts in trustless environments (i.e. when the participants hosting the shared database are
independent actors that don’t trust each other). Consensus is not a unique feature of DL per se: other
distributed databases also use consensus algorithms such as Paxos or Raft. Same for immutability:
immutable databases exist outside DL (Google HDFS, Zebra, CouchDB, Datomic, etc.). The two
differentiators of DL in my opinion: (a) the control of the read/write access is truly decentralized and
not logically centralized as for other distributed databases, and corollary (b) the ability to secure
transactions in competing environments, without trusted third parties. Some people call this category
“shared ledgers” but I prefer the term “distributed” because shared can mean “divided/split”.
• 6.1. The Bitcoin system was the first instance of DL, designed for one purpose: peer-to-peer bitcoin
(cryptocurrency) payments. To avoid double spending, Bitcoin uses chained blocks of data (hence the
“block chain”) and a proof of work consensus among other mechanisms. Bitcoin is censorship
resistant, its key features are: byzantine-fault tolerant, pseudo-anonymity, auditability (public),
immutability, accountability (time-stamping) and non-repudiation (signature) at transaction level.

• 6.2. Some systems are inspired by or somehow close to the Bitcoin system. They usually implement
most of its features, but not all or with different characteristics. For instance:
• Other cryptocurrencies implement privacy mechanisms (Zcash), or different consensus protocols such
as Proof of stake, Proof of burn, etc.
• Ethereum share many of Bitcoin features but is designed to execute programmable transactions
(smart contracts)
Source: https://medium.com/@sbmeunier/blockchain-technology-a-very-special-kind-of-distributeddatabase-e63d00781118
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Byzantine Fault Tolerance
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Source: https://medium.com/@sbmeunier/blockchain-technology-a-very-special-kind-of-distributed-databasee63d00781118
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Distributed Business
Transaction Repository
(Independent view of economic & accounting
categories and their states in collaboration
space)

private
public
processes processes
Trading
Partner
enterprise
system

firm-a

private
public
processes processes
Trading
Partner
enterprise
system

firm-b
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Blockchains
and
Auditing
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ALL exchange information on
a blockchain is available to all
parties (Existence)

Audit of Firms
Using
Blockchains
for Exchanges

ALL exchanges are hashed into
a block – cannot change the
information (Integrity)

Some of the order is
preserved (Cutoff)
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Define the Objectives of the
engagement
• Reliable and valid evidence is that which
can be trusted, verified, and “seen” by the
auditor
• Data sources external to the client are
considered to be more reliable
• Are these two ideas the same for private
or semi-private blockchains?
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Data Security

Management Assertion

Control Objectives

Accuracy

Input of each transaction and data is accurate

Completeness

All transactions are entered

Occurrence

Transactions only entered once

Accuracy

Processing of transactions is accurate
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Transaction Transparency

Data generation process should be transparent,
observable, reliable

Blockchain for transactions provides a record of
the series of blocks (events) and maintains their
immutability because of the hashing algorithm
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The Design
and
Development
of Audit
Procedures in
the Audit of
Blockchain

• Standards on evidence collection:
• “all the information used by the auditor in
arriving at the conclusions on which the audit
opinion is based.” (SAS No. 106, AICPA 2006; AS
No. 15, PCAOB 2010)
• “The reliability of audit evidence is influenced
by its source and by its nature and is dependent
on the individual circumstances under which is
was obtained.” (SAS No. 106.08, AICPA 2006)
• Generally, audit evidence is more reliable if is
obtained from sources external to the entity, if
it is in documentary form, or if obtained directly
from the auditor.” (SAS No. 106.20, AICPA 2006)
• Continuous evidence gathering
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Traditional
evidence
collection
versus
hypothetical
DLT enabled
continuous
method

Procedure

“Traditional” Method

Blockchain enabled
Continuous Method

Inspection of
Records or
Documents
Inspection of
Tangible Assets

Pull samples of records and
trace/verify/match

Evaluate entire datasets in
ERP using blockchain

Physical inventory, walk through,
open boxes

Observation
Inquiry

Stand/sit with worker(s) and
observe
Written or oral interviews

Confirmation

Verify account balances

Recalculation

Extract and recalculate figures to
verify

Re-performance

Re-perform procedures to verify

Analytical
Procedures

Scanning and statistics

RFID tagging , back end
software records sensor
reading with BC format in a
real-time basis (minimal lag)
Use blockchains or process
mining to verify work flows
Monitor processes and
controls, identify process
violators for examination
Link data streams using
blockchain applications
Monitor all data and run BC
calculations automatically at
intervals desired
Automatically replicate all
transactions and identify
exceptions using BC
Filter real-time data with
continuity equations and
statistics
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• Supports the assertions of existence,
occurrence, and valuation

Discussion of BC
Accounting and
Auditing:
Observation/Inquiry

• Blockchain provides proof of
observation/scanning for many instances
• Auditors can observe time-stamping of
transactions that are added to a chain and
its hash
• They can also observe if the length of the
hashes are increasing over time
• Inquiry can be used to obtain evidence from
the peer network as to their understanding of
the governance characteristics of network and
blockchain
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Discussion of
BC Accounting
and Auditing:
Confirmation

• Existence of transactions with third
party/external validation already exist with the
blockchain methodology
• Real time, immediate conformations
provided by banks, clients, attorneys,
regulators, and suppliers, to name a few
• Specifically, a conformation relating to the BC
process components would be to confirm with
members of the peer network as to the design
and function of the hashing algorithm
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Discussion of
BC Accounting
and Auditing:
Confirmation

• Existence of transactions with third
party/external validation already exist with the
blockchain methodology
• Real time, immediate conformations
provided by banks, clients, attorneys,
regulators, and suppliers, to name a few
• Specifically, a conformation relating to the BC
process components would be to confirm with
members of the peer network as to the design
and function of the hashing algorithm
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Discussion of
BC Accounting
and Auditing:
Inspection of
Records,
Documents,
and Tangible
Assets

Auditors or audit software can easily scan
or inspect the documents that support
the configuration or governance structure
of the Blockchain process
Auditors or audit software can scan the
chains for outliers/abnormalities

Tangible assets: drone recording directly
to blockchains
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Recalculation
and Reperformance

• If the hash in a DLT is verifiable, then the peers
of the network and the auditor can verify the
blocks stored in the chain.
• Provides accurate recording of process streams
for IC audit
• Supports the accuracy assertion
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Depends on reliable and
accurate data for effectiveness

Analytical
Procedures

Foreseeably could permit a
greater reliability on many
Analytical Procedures in the
audit and less reliability on
manual detailed examination
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Audit of Blockchain
Transactions
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Audit Plan

Fieldwork

Results

Develop plan, control objectives
and review steps

Gather Blockchain evidence in
relation to audit objectives

Interview IT management to
understand client's position on
cloud and Blockchain

Interview stakeholders

Document any gaps with
Blockchain and cloud controls
objectives and risks

Perform Tests of Design and
Operational Effectiveness
against Audit Review steps

Provide suggestions to address
any issues identified in the audit
of Blockchain in the Cloud

Select relevant Blockchain cloud
applications for sampling

General Framework for Auditing a Blockchain
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Audit of Blockchain: Risk-Based Approach
1
Determine the
Threats

2

3

Identify
Expected
Controls

Evaluate
Controls

4
Determine
their effect on
N, T, P
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Audit of Blockchain:
Determine the
General Threats to
the Enterprise
(operations, assets,
individuals)

• Ethical Risk
• Information Risk
• Financial Risk
• Decision Risk
• Execution Risk
• Regulatory Risk
• Legal Risk
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Audit of
Blockchain:
Identify Expected
Controls

Controls to mitigate the following
inherent risks specific to blockchains
across all applications:
1. Complexity
2. Transparency
3. IT Security Practices
4. Collusion (over 50%)
5. Oracle Paradox
6. Privacy Concerns
7. Hacks/Malware
8. Lack of Authorization
9. 3rd Party Platform Reliance
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Audit of Blockchain: Evaluate Controls (Example)
Asset

Inherent Risks

Threats and Vulnerabilities

Likelihood and
Impact

Internal Controls

Persons
(executive,
manager,
trader, auditor)

4) Collusion
8) Lack of
authorization
7) Hacks and
malware
9) 3rd party
platform reliance
3) IT Security
Practices
1) Complexity

4-Executive abuses power to
influence lower ranking employee
into committing theft/fraud through
authorizing or executing a transaction
for their own gain.
8- Executive does not need authority
to authorize or execute
8- Manager overrides authorization
restrictions
7,3,1- Person is unaware of potential
hacks or malware and does not check
various known issues before
executing a transaction.
9,3,1 - Lack of understanding of risks
associated with the use of any third
party platform for authorizing or
executing a transaction.
3,1- Lack of employee IT training
3- Lack of a disaster recovery plan in
the event of unauthorized executed
transaction.
1,3,9-Lack of understanding its
processes

4- moderate
likelihood, high
impact
8- high likelihood,
moderate impact
(depends)
7- moderate
likelihood (mainly
due to malware
being common),
very high impact
9- low likelihood,
very high impact
3-moderate
likelihood &
moderate to high
impact
1-high likelihood,
moderate to high
impact

4) More supervisory review and
approval before execution,
4,8,9,3) Enforcement of access
controls and segregation of duties
4,8,3) Proper segregation of duties
with rotating roles every 6 months
4,8,3) Better reporting of executed
transactions
8) Verification, authentication, and
IT control reports on people sending
information/value to smart contract
or another entity
7) Training and penetration testing
9) Build in controls through
exchange account security
functionalities
3) Develop and enforce company
policies and governance practices
3) Benchmark against best practices
1) Continual Training and Knowledge
Assessments as required by position
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Audit of Blockchain: Determine Their
Effect on Nature, Timing, Procedures
• Assets: operations, assets, individuals
• Timing: continuous or batch?
• Procedures:
• Continuous monitoring?
• Batch?
• Ad hoc? Sampling?

• Depth?
• Physical Verifications? (smart contracts)
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Blockchain
often works
best when:
Source: Deloitte, Blockchain:
Democratised trust
Distributed ledgers and the
future of value
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• Minimalists will argue it is only Bitcoin
• Some people think it should include any DL
with chained blocks

Now what is “blockchain
technology” you might
ask? Ironically, there is no
consensus on the
definition:

• Some experts think it should include any DL
with some key features: chained blocks,
immutability & consensus protocol
• Maximalists say “blockchain technology”
equals “distributed ledger technology” equals
“cryptographically enabled DDBMS”. Also it is
easier to use the term “blockchain” for
marketing & communication purposes, even if
it can be misleading…
• The final equation is: bitcoin blockchain ⊆
blockchain technology ⊆ distributed ledger
technology ⊆ distributed databases.
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“No-Coiners”
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Questions? appelbaumd@montclair.edu
info@goldfinecpa.com
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